The
Green
Embassy

The miracle of planting a seed and watch it sprout
is universal and life-affirming. Beginning, birth,
fertility, life and development is closely linked to
the fascination of seed force that is deeply rooted
in man.

Location: Denmark, Aarhus
Type: Open competition - 1st prize
Area: 30 m2
Client: Municipality of Aarhus
Function: Venue between municipality and citizen
Architect: Steffen Impgaard - Cand.Arch
www.impgaard.com

The Green Embassy is intended as an architectural framework and venue in urban space, to
increase the visibility and accessibility of the
project Taste Aarhus. With the project Taste
Aarhus will create more opportunities for the
citizen to get started to grow, even if they do
not have a garden. At the same time they invite
to do the city’s public spaces more palatable,
both for the benefit of yourself and other people of Aarhus.
The project will literally make urban spaces
edible and thereby affect food culture, improve
health and ensure the grounding of citizens.
Citizens need to plant, pick, taste and enjoy the
sight of fruit trees and vegetables throughout
Aarhus city and municipality.
The Green Embassy is to act as an open, dynamic and creative workshop for citizens and
stakeholders while being headquarter to the
team behind the taste of Aarhus.
The Green Embassy is designed as the natural
center for Taste Aarhus - the first seed meeting
space in the city center. The pavilion sensuality and transparency attract attention, interest
and with an expected inner universe of activities to stimulate curiosity.
Architecturally, the pavilion one rethought use
of nature’s willow, which in interaction with the
urban context and other more high tech building materials such as ETFE, it is a underline the

capabilities of nature’s building blocks.
The design filters the light and creates a lively,
changing play of light and shadow which, in interaction with wood creates a warm ambience.
With the natural values at the site and the surroundings, the pavilion appears with a strong
recognizable visual identity as a communicator
for Taste Aarhus.
The seed is used as a metaphor for the new
initiative to make the city sensuous and palatable. For this is where it all starts; with a single
seed may be allowed to germinate. The expression is enhanced by the use of woven willow
sticks as exterior siding. This honesty about the
embassy’s origin and purpose is both inspiring
and compelling and manages to create a curiosity by being able to create a single universe in
the middle of the city. The symbiosis between
narrative and architecture appear particularly strong through its basic attitude to nature’s
own growth and embassy functional development. The pavilion manages to create its own
identity without being offensive on its both
urban and landscape context.
The Green Embassy is a visionary pavilion both
in its architecture and its function, and changes
the way we look at willow as a building material
and the city’s options.
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Entrance

South-West Facade

Roof

Plateau

Section BB

Steel jacking up
Concrete element 300X200X500mm
Sand
Cobblestone removed and put into storage

Rampe

Floor construction

105x30MM sawn finish oak tree
Floor structures 45x120 MM pressure impregnated wood
50 mm isulation
Dry sand -used at ballast
Fibertex
1.5mm galvanized plate with 5mm holes
Steelframe
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Entrance
Window
Rescue opening

North-East Facade

North-West Facade

A

Roof Construction

20-40 MM willow BLEU fixed with copper wire
Rolled steel between the installation of willow D20mm
Wooden frame 120x60 mm
Building envelope 2 layer ETFE on a aluminum frame
Timber frame rafters 72x200 mm

workstation

Tactile surface

B

B
Plateau

Rampe

Mobile kitchen

The round window on the end of the pavilion is to act
like Interactive eye where one can look into at
children's height, projecting citizens images
#smagpaaaarhus or just show upcoming events.

Section AA

Floor Plan
A
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The old craftmanship

Willow fixed with copper wire

Willow
Willows is fast growing When using the 3 years
old willow sticks they have lifetime of plus 10
years. The thin, moist willow sticks are good to
weave because they can bend in any direction
without breaking. As they dry, they hold the
shape.
The new high-tech
material

Wood and steel frame

ETFE
Ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) a
fluorine-based plastic.
ETFE film is self-cleaning and recyclable
material. An example of its use is as pneumatic
panels to cover the outside of the football
stadium Allianz Arena or the Beijing National
Aquatics Centre (water cube)
Building envelope
2 layer ETFE on a aluminum frame

The well known
building material

Timber frame

Isometric drawing

Wood
Wood is a renewable and responsible
choice that helps reduce our environmental
footprint. Wood’s design flexibility makes it
suitable for a wide range of building types and
applications, both structural and aesthetic.
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